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Pyramid solitaire saga lost boosters

Hello, I was on level over 700 on pyramid solitaire. I was connected to fb before. However, I accidentally connected to fb again and lost all my progress. What can I do to get my progress back? Please help! -- solved! 0 · My boosters disappeared a few days ago and tried to contact support through the game without satisfaction as the contact function does not
work. I am very unhappy with these disappearances as it seems that you people are trying to deceive the players. Most of these we won as awards by passing levels, some were purchased. This happened to me with Candy Crush and I stopped playing. See that my boosters are returned to me or I will stop playing this game as well as never play another
King game EVER again! 0 · For the past four days, all my boosters have been gone since the game was last updated. I play on my PC, Windows 10. I downloaded the app from the Microsoft Store in April 2018. This is the only device I play the game on. At first I thought I just needed to restart my computer because you guys had an update. I did that and
nothing came back. I thought then maybe I had a bad connection or was disconnected from Facebook, so I logged in and logged back into my account. This didn't solve the problem either. All my hardware is up to date and I get frustrated enough that I'm about to remove this game. I see that other people have been having this problem and recently and none
of the information provided to them has solved my problem. Any help would be great. I had my boosters built up from collecting the treasure chest and the hidden bonus levels that occasionally pop up. I'm on level 577 and the boosters were: Remove Blockers - 8, next card in deck - 58, all cards up - 37, Extra Jokers - 16, Scepter of Power - 3, Extra Cards - 7.
0 · Pyramid Solitaire Saga is one of the most popular and attractive puzzle-card games on Android, which is released for free on Google Play for Android by King Studio. King Game Studio has a total of 8 games for Android so far, all of which have a score of 4.4 and above, and with millions of downloads of Google Play, they are at the top of the top Android
games, and in particular the name of this company. It has become popular because it offers small but fun games and graphics. Pyramid Solitaire Saga, from the creators of Candy Crush Saga &amp; Farm Heroes Saga! Magic and mystery await in this Solitaire Strategy puzzle game. Join Helena and her loyal friend Kingsley the gerbil on their journey to
reveal the wonders of the ancient world. Find the clues by catching the Scarabs hidden under the maps. You match a card that is higher or lower than that on your deck. Beat the levels and the Scarabs will be lost hidden Reveal the old world and the magic that is locked in! Plan your strategy and start completing the episodes to unravel the mystery and
secrets you left behind, your adventure is all fueled by a quest to rekindled Prophecy and Helena needs your help to do it. Explore the forgotten places of the world where epic adventures await, discover The Hidden Tomb, The Emerald Dream and beyond! Solving the puzzles requires strategy and skill and all your Solitaire magic! Spells to help you in your
quest help to overcome obstacles such as the Mummy Card! Keep your cards close in this Solitaire mystery, who knows what you might discover? Take on this Saga alone or play with friends to see who can get the highest score! Keep a close eye on the leaderboards and see which of your friends are at the top of the pyramid! Pyramid Solitaire Saga is
completely free to play, but some in-game items such as extra moves or lives require payment. By downloading this game you are agreeing to our terms of service; Pyramid Solitaire Saga features: • Solve the puzzles and discover new Solitaire strategies with rich and exotic graphics! • Transport to magical and forgotten worlds lost to antiquity on an
adventure with Helena the Treasure Hunter and Kingsley the cunning gerbil • Powerful magic boosters to help with challenging levels • Play your cards carefully in the thrilling levels to unlock boosters and hidden treasures! • Easy and fun to play, challenging to master • Hundreds of magical puzzles and levels to complete - more adventures to come! •
Leaderboards to watch your friends and competitors! • Easily sync the game between devices and unlock full game features when connected to the Internet • Available to play on mobile and tablet devices So I had to remove and reinstall the game even after the last update. But seems like all the boosts and extra cards I've obtained over a very long period of
time is gone. I have now to buy them?! NOT OK Any with the same problem? 2 · All my pre-boosters and while playing boosters are gone! I've been playing this for a long time and completed the last level. I had 2 of the first pre-booster; 4 of the second and 3 of the third and 1 joker. (the extra 7 card booster I got after from my buddy). Please fix this!!!  0 ·
Welcome to Sweet King Community! ⚠️ So beware if you're struggling to lose all your boosters! ⚠️1. The boosters also cannot be transferred/stored on devices at a King's Games when you switch new or change or upgrade device or reinstall game! 2. The boosters are stored directly in your device's memory, so you can always use them when playing
offline. This also means that they are not stored on our servers, especially if you haven't saved the game. It is best not to store too many Boosters on your device, as there is a chance that they will be lost or the game game We're not replacing items and helping you return your boosters that haven't been purchased, but if you've lost purchased items, report
them to our Player Support team here so they can help. If you want to win gold bars on this game, game, Click here to join in and answer the matches of this game that you have chance to win golden bars. Wed a beautiful and safety day!  Flag 0 · Helpful Woah! Sweet Love Haha Haha
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